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  Einstein's Riddle Jeremy Stangroom,2009-05-01 A unique compilation of
logical teasers and lateral-thinking problems designed to stretch your
brainpower and strengthen your mind. Riddles, paradoxes, and conundrums have
been confusing and confounding people since at least the time of the Ancient
Greeks. The eponymous riddle, according to legend, was devised by Albert
Einstein as a child. He claimed that only about 2% of the population would be
able to work out the correct answer. There are no tricks and there is only
one answer. It requires the cool application of logic to solve. And a lot of
patience. Einstein's Riddle features fifty of the toughest logic problems,
lateral thinking puzzles, and tests of mental agility. By turns entertaining
and infuriating, the puzzles challenge our preconceptions, tell us about how
we reason, and provide a rigorous intellectual workout.
  Einstein's Puzzle Universe Tim Dedopulos,2016-03-15 Step into the mind of
the greatest physicist of all time Try to think like Einstein as you come to
grips with 120 enigmas, quizzes, and tests of logic based on his greatest
work: the theory of relativity, E=mc2, Brownian Motion, zero-point gravity,
and many other groundbreaking ideas, all woven into some of the best puzzles
ever. With so many incredible discoveries to draw on, plus a selection of
Einstein's most illuminating quotes and over 200 illustrations, this lavishly
produced book will open the door to a range of stunning scientific concepts.
As the great man once said: You have to learn the rules of the game. And then
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you have to play better than anyone else--a challenge that all puzzle
enthusiasts will find irresistible.
  Einstein's Riddle Jeremy Stangroom,2009-01-01 Puzzles.
  Tyler Teague and the Einstein Puzzle Tom Slakey,2017-06-28 Tyler Teague and
the Einstein Puzzle is the second in this series of young adult mysteries
about a teenage detective named Tyler Teague. A couple of years have gone by,
and Tyler is spending the weekend as a prospective student at St. John's
College in Santa Fe, New Mexico. A statue has been stolen from the college,
setting up a mystery in which Tyler must solve a logic puzzle, as happened in
the previous story (Tyler Teague and the Particulars). Tyler is up against
the same villains (The Particulars) as before. These stories are an entirely
new type of mystery, the only mysteries that are truly solvable by the
reader, because in each the mystery is based on a logic puzzle. Mr. Slakey
has invented a new mystery sub-genre. A must-read for any mystery collector.
This mystery is gripping and perfectly readable whether or not one wants to
tackle the logic puzzle built into it. The differences between this book and
the last are that this one is much longer, contains more logic puzzles, and
the puzzles are much harder. The central Einstein Puzzle on which this
mystery is based is said to be so difficult that only two percent of the
population can solve it, a nice challenge. This book is a paean to St. John's
College and to Santa Fe, New Mexico, both of which the author clearly loves.
It is great reading for any fan of mysteries, anyone who enjoys both (right-
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brain) reading and (left-brain) puzzles, and anyone who wants to hear more
about college life. Suppose you are a high school student in the throes of
applying to colleges. Wouldn't it be nice to be able to read about what the
college visit (prospective weekend) might be like? This book shows that, and
it is difficult to find any other book that does.
  Einstein's Riddle Jeremy Stangroom,2009 Einstein devised a riddle when he
was a child. He predicted that only 2 per cent of the world's population
would be able to solve it. Can you? But solving it is just the first of many
challenges. Here are some of the most mesmerising conundrums ever conceived.
  The Logical Solution of the Riddles of Gravity and Einstein's Theory George
Kirakosyan,2006-08-29 SUMMARY In the offered work, unlike the majority of
formal theories, the author considers a problem of gravitation with causally
consecutive point of view. By logic of researches of known facts and existing
theories of this direction, he comes to conclusion about unknown fundamental
property of a matter causing the gravitational phenomena. The authors
explanation is not difficult to mastering both with causal and quantitative
points of view. However, it demands deep changes in accepted beliefs and
approaches. On the basis of the offered causal essence of gravitation, the
author deduces the law of universal gravitation of Newton; he defines the
theoretical value of a gravitational constant and calculates known
gravitational effects, with the use of simple mathematical reasoning only.
The subsequent results of the offered concept are corresponding with the
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checked up results of Einsteins general theory of relativity (GTR). However,
for planned new experiments, on detection of gravitational waves and
gravymagnetic effect, negative results are predicted. The mentioned
circumstance may allow judging about value of the offered explanation in a
not-far future. Despite of complexities of the studied problem, the book is
narrated in a free, polemical style, stipulated for a wide range of readers.
* The picture used on the cover is the Galaxy Andromeda M 31, from site
www.ASTROLAB.ru . Refer to www.physicsandlogic.com
  Brain Benders for Einsteins Peter Ritmeester,Conceptis Puzzles,David
Phillips,George Bredehorn,2016-01-19 So many ways to bend your brain! From
crossword variants and word searches to logic puzzles, mazes, and sudoku,
this fabulous collection is filled with a wide variety of brainteasers and
conundrums. Solvers eager for a mind-melting workout will find exactly what
they're looking for!
  World's Most Brain Twisting Puzzles Rudra M,2019-02-03 THIS BOOK CONTAINS A
COLLECTIONS OF MIND TEASING LOGIC PUZZLES AND BRAIN TEASERS. 45 LOGIC PUZZLES
AND RIDDLES ARE GIVEN HERE. THE SOLUTIONS OF THOSE ARE GIVEN AT THE END OF
THE BOOK. READERS ARE REQUESTED TO TRY TO DO THESE PUZZLES YOURSELVES TO
INCREASE THEIR BRAIN POWER AND IQ. A FEW MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES ARE ALSO GIVEN
IN THIS BOOK BUT READERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE SOUND MATHEMATICAL
KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE THOSE. A VERY FAMOUS LOGIC PUZZLE KNOWN AS EINSTEIN'S
ZEBRA PUZZLE IS ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS BOOK. STEP BY STEP GUIDES ARE GIVEN FOR
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THE HARDER PUZZLES' SOLUTIONS.
  New Perspectives On Einstein's E = Mc2 Young Suh Kim,Marilyn E
Noz,2018-09-18 Einstein's energy-momentum relation is applicable to particles
of all speeds, including the particle at rest and the massless particle
moving with the speed of light. If one formula or formalism is applicable to
all speeds, we say it is 'Lorentz-covariant.' As for the internal space-time
symmetries, there does not appear to be a clear way to approach this problem.
For a particle at rest, there are three spin degrees of freedom. For a
massless particle, there are helicity and gauge degrees of freedom. The aim
of this book is to present one Lorentz-covariant picture of these two
different space-time symmetries. Using the same mathematical tool, it is
possible to give a Lorentz-covariant picture of Gell-Mann's quark model for
the proton at rest and Feynman's parton model for the fast-moving proton. The
mathematical formalism for these aspects of the Lorentz covariance is based
on two-by-two matrices and harmonic oscillators which serve as two basic
scientific languages for many different branches of physics. It is pointed
out that the formalism presented in this book is applicable to various
aspects of optical sciences of current interest.
  Trespassing on Einstein's Lawn Amanda Gefter,2014-01-14 NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS In a memoir of family bonding and
cutting-edge physics for readers of Brian Greene’s The Hidden Reality and Jim
Holt’s Why Does the World Exist?, Amanda Gefter tells the story of how she
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conned her way into a career as a science journalist—and wound up hanging
out, talking shop, and butting heads with the world’s most brilliant minds.
At a Chinese restaurant outside of Philadelphia, a father asks his fifteen-
year-old daughter a deceptively simple question: “How would you define
nothing?” With that, the girl who once tried to fail geometry as a
conscientious objector starts reading up on general relativity and quantum
mechanics, as she and her dad embark on a life-altering quest for the answers
to the universe’s greatest mysteries. Before Amanda Gefter became an
accomplished science writer, she was a twenty-one-year-old magazine assistant
willing to sneak her and her father, Warren, into a conference devoted to
their physics hero, John Wheeler. Posing as journalists, Amanda and Warren
met Wheeler, who offered them cryptic clues to the nature of reality: The
universe is a self-excited circuit, he said. And, The boundary of a boundary
is zero. Baffled, Amanda and Warren vowed to decode the phrases—and with
them, the enigmas of existence. When we solve all that, they agreed, we’ll
write a book. Trespassing on Einstein’s Lawn is that book, a memoir of the
impassioned hunt that takes Amanda and her father from New York to London to
Los Alamos. Along the way, they bump up against quirky science and even
quirkier personalities, including Leonard Susskind, the former Bronx plumber
who invented string theory; Ed Witten, the soft-spoken genius who coined the
enigmatic M-theory; even Stephen Hawking. What they discover is
extraordinary: the beginnings of a monumental paradigm shift in cosmology,
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from a single universe we all share to a splintered reality in which each
observer has her own. Reality, the Gefters learn, is radically observer-
dependent, far beyond anything of which Einstein or the founders of quantum
mechanics ever dreamed—with shattering consequences for our understanding of
the universe’s origin. And somehow it all ties back to that conversation, to
that Chinese restaurant, and to the true meaning of nothing. Throughout their
journey, Amanda struggles to make sense of her own life—as her journalism
career transforms from illusion to reality, as she searches for her voice as
a writer, as she steps from a universe shared with her father to at last
carve out one of her own. It’s a paradigm shift you might call growing up. By
turns hilarious, moving, irreverent, and profound, Trespassing on Einstein’s
Lawn weaves together story and science in remarkable ways. By the end, you
will never look at the universe the same way again. Praise for Trespassing on
Einstein’s Lawn “Nothing quite prepared me for this book. Wow. Reading it, I
alternated between depression—how could the rest of us science writers ever
match this?—and exhilaration.”—Scientific American “To Do: Read Trespassing
on Einstein’s Lawn. Reality doesn’t have to bite.”—New York “A zany
superposition of genres . . . It’s at once a coming-of-age chronicle and a
father-daughter road trip to the far reaches of this universe and 10,500
others.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
  Einstein Defiant Edmund Blair Bolles,2004-05-09 I find the idea quite
intolerable that an electron exposed to radiation should choose of its own
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free will, not only its moment to jump off, but also its direction. In that
case, I would rather be a cobbler, or even an employee in a gaming house,
than a physicist. -Albert Einstein A scandal hovers over the history of 20th
century physics. Albert Einstein-the century's greatest physicist-was never
able to come to terms with quantum mechanics, the century's greatest
theoretical achievement. For physicists who routinely use both quantum laws
and Einstein's ideas, this contradiction can be almost too embarrassing to
dwell on. Yet Einstein was one of the founders of quantum physics and he
spent many years preaching the quantum's importance and its revolutionary
nature. The Danish genius Neils Bohr was another founder of quantum physics.
He had managed to solve one of the few physics problems that Einstein ever
shied away from, linking quantum mathematics with a new model of the atom.
This leap immediately yielded results that explained electron behavior and
the periodic table of the elements. Despite their mutual appreciation of the
quantum's importance, these two giants of modern physics never agreed on the
fundamentals of their work. In fact, they clashed repeatedly throughout the
1920s, arguing first over Einstein's theory of light quanta(photons), then
over Niels Bohr's short-lived theory that denied the conservation of energy
at the quantum level, and climactically over the new quantum mechanics that
Bohr enthusiastically embraced and Einstein stubbornly defied. This contest
of visions stripped the scientific imagination naked. Einstein was a staunch
realist, demanding to know the physical reasons behind physical events. At
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odds with this approach was Bohr's more pragmatic perspective that favored
theories that worked, even if he might not have a corresponding explanation
of the underlying reality. Powerful and illuminating, Einstein Defiant is the
first book to capture the soul and the science that inspired this dramatic
duel, revealing the personalities and the passions-and, in the end, what was
at stake for the world.
  Einstein for the 21st Century Peter L. Galison,Gerald Holton,Silvan S.
Schweber,2018-02-27 More than fifty years after his death, Albert Einstein's
vital engagement with the world continues to inspire others, spurring
conversations, projects, and research, in the sciences as well as the
humanities. Einstein for the 21st Century shows us why he remains a figure of
fascination. In this wide-ranging collection, eminent artists, historians,
scientists, and social scientists describe Einstein's influence on their
work, and consider his relevance for the future. Scientists discuss how
Einstein's vision continues to motivate them, whether in their quest for a
fundamental description of nature or in their investigations in chaos theory;
art scholars and artists explore his ties to modern aesthetics; a music
historian probes Einstein's musical tastes and relates them to his outlook in
science; historians explore the interconnections between Einstein's politics,
physics, and philosophy; and other contributors examine his impact on the
innovations of our time. Uniquely cross-disciplinary, Einstein for the 21st
Century serves as a testament to his legacy and speaks to everyone with an
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interest in his work. The contributors are Leon Botstein, Lorraine Daston, E.
L. Doctorow, Yehuda Elkana, Yaron Ezrahi, Michael L. Friedman, Jürg Fröhlich,
Peter L. Galison, David Gross, Hanoch Gutfreund, Linda D. Henderson, Dudley
Herschbach, Gerald Holton, Caroline Jones, Susan Neiman, Lisa Randall, Jürgen
Renn, Matthew Ritchie, Silvan S. Schweber, and A. Douglas Stone.
  When Einstein Walked with Gödel Jim Holt,2018-05-15 From Jim Holt, the New
York Times bestselling author of Why Does the World Exist?, comes an
entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and
mathematical ideas of recent centuries in When Einstein Walked with Gödel:
Excursions to the Edge of Thought. Does time exist? What is infinity? Why do
mirrors reverse left and right but not up and down? In this scintillating
collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinkers who’ve
tried to encompass the latter with the former. With his trademark clarity and
humor, Holt probes the mysteries of quantum mechanics, the quest for the
foundations of mathematics, and the nature of logic and truth. Along the way,
he offers intimate biographical sketches of celebrated and neglected
thinkers, from the physicist Emmy Noether to the computing pioneer Alan
Turing and the discoverer of fractals, Benoit Mandelbrot. Holt offers a
painless and playful introduction to many of our most beautiful but least
understood ideas, from Einsteinian relativity to string theory, and also
invites us to consider why the greatest logician of the twentieth century
believed the U.S. Constitution contained a terrible contradiction—and whether
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the universe truly has a future.
  Einstein's Genius Club Burton Feldman,2011-09-01 As World War II wound down
and it became increasingly clear that the Allies would emerge victorious,
Albert Einstein invited three close friends—all titans of contemporary
science and philosophy—to his home at 112 Mercer Street in Princeton, New
Jersey, to discuss what they loved best—science and philosophy. His guests
were the legendary philosopher and pacifist, Bertrand Russell; the boy wonder
of quantum physics, Wolfgang Pauli; and the brilliant logician, Kurt Gödel.
Their casual meetings took place far from the horrific battlefields of the
war and the (then) secret lair of experimental atomic physicists in Los
Alamos, New Mexico. Using these historic meetings as his launching pad,
Feldman sketches the lives and contributions of the four friends, colleagues,
and rivals—especially Einstein, innately self-confident but frustrated in his
attempt to come up with a unified theory, and the aristocratic but self-
doubting Lord Russell. Masterfully researched, this book accessibly
illuminates the feelings of these notable men about the world of science that
was then beginning to pass them by, and about the dawning atomic age that
terrified them all.
  Einstein Puzzles Gareth Moore,2022-11-30 If you love to test your mind why
not pit your wits against these brain stretching challenges inspired by the
scientific genius of Albert Einstein. Compiled by bestselling puzzle author
Gareth Moore, this collection includes all manner of scientific and
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mathematics based puzzles that will truly put your skills to the test.
Includes: • Science-based puzzles to challenge your understanding of the
world around you • Mathematical conundrums to test your number skills •
Logical teasers that will require you to think abstractly • Incomplete lab
reports where you must work out the results that were obtained • Physics
diagrams for you to complete, using a mix of logic and number skills Do you
have what it takes to solve them all? ABOUT THE SERIES: The Arcturus Classic
Conundrums series brings together mind-bending narrative puzzles inspired by
classic figures from history and literature, from ancient antiquity to modern
greats.
  Ontological Mathematics Versus Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity Dr.
Thomas Stark, You support a principle of relativity. Why not a principle of
absolutism? You support the abolition of a spatial aether. Why not support
the existence of a non-spatial aether? You believe that things can be
stationary. Why not that they must be in a state of absolute motion? You
believe that space and time are the proper stage in which reality should
unfold. Why not in a Singularity of non-space and non-time? Is that not a
mind, even a Mind of God? Don't you want to hack the Mind of God? You think
everything should be about particles in a void, as the ancient Atomists said.
Why not waves in a Singularity? Waves are dimensionless atoms with an atomic
number of zero. You think everything should be about matter, with atomic
number of one and greater. Why are you so afraid of zero? Why does it torment
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you so? Why shouldn't everything start with light – massless, and maximally
length contracted and time dilated? You think everything should be about
science. Why not about mathematics? You think everything should be about the
senses. Why not about reason and logic? Should the scientific method start
with exercising the senses or exercising reason? What kind of rational
subject begins by claiming that something else – sensing – is more important
than reasoning? Welcome to science! Science told you a story about sensory
stuff. And you believed it. Why shouldn't concepts be truer than percepts?
Why shouldn't mind be truer than matter? Why shouldn't reality be a self-
solving intellect rather than a lurching, mindless body, blind and dumb? Why
are you so scared of belonging to a smart universe? Why do you prefer reality
to be stupid? What does that say about you? Why is eternal and necessary mind
rejected in favor of temporal and contingent matter? Why is a priori thinking
rejected in favor of a posteriori sensing? Why shouldn't light be the master
of the show? The light of reason. Light is reason. It's the carrier of the
cosmic intellect. Do you have good reasons for what you believe? Do you
really even know what you believe? Why shouldn't mathematics have an
ontology? Why shouldn't mathematics exist as light, as waves, as
dimensionless sinusoids with zero mass and atomic number zero? Why are you so
horrified by reality being made of mathematics, existing as light? There is
only one subject that has the capacity to provide a definitive answer to
existence. That's mathematics. All the rest is shinola.
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  Substance and Function, and Einstein's Theory of Relativity Ernst
Cassirer,William Curtis Swabey,Marie Taylor (Collins) Swabey,1923 The first
part of the present book, Substanzbegriff und funktionsbegriff, was published
in 1910, while the second part, which we have called the supplement, Zur
Einstein'schen relativit©Þtstheorie, appeared in 1921. Bibliography: p.
457-460.
  Einstein Before Israel Ze’ev Rosenkranz,2021-08-10 Was Einstein a Zionist?
Albert Einstein was initially skeptical and even disdainful of the Zionist
movement, yet he affiliated himself with this controversial political
ideology and today is widely seen as an outspoken advocate for a modern
Jewish homeland in Palestine. What enticed this renowned scientist and
humanitarian, who repeatedly condemned nationalism of all forms, to radically
change his views? Was he in fact a Zionist? Einstein Before Israel traces
Einstein's involvement with Zionism from his initial contacts with the
movement at the end of World War I to his emigration from Germany in 1933 in
the wake of Hitler's rise to power. Drawing on a wealth of rare archival
evidence—much of it never before published—this book offers the most nuanced
picture yet of Einstein's complex and sometimes stormy relationship with
Jewish nationalism. Ze'ev Rosenkranz sheds new light on Einstein's encounters
with prominent Zionist leaders, and reveals exactly what Einstein did and
didn't like about Zionist beliefs, objectives, and methods. He looks at the
personal, cultural, and political factors that led Einstein to support
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certain goals of Jewish nationalism; his role in the birth of the Hebrew
University; his impressions of the emerging Jewish settlements in Palestine;
and his reaction to mounting violence in the Arab-Jewish conflict. Rosenkranz
explores a host of fascinating questions, such as whether Zionists sought to
silence Einstein's criticism of their movement, whether Einstein was the real
manipulator, and whether this Zionist icon was indeed a committed believer in
Zionism or an iconoclast beholden to no one.
  Einstein Was Right! Karl Hess,2014-10-27 All modern books on Einstein
emphasize the genius of his relativity theory and the corresponding
corrections and extensions of the ancient space–time concept. However,
Einstein’s opposition to the use of probability in the laws of nature and
particularly in the laws of quantum mechanics is criticized and often
portrayed as outdated. The author of Einstein Was Right! takes a unique view
and shows that Einstein created a Trojan horse ready to unleash forces
against the use of probability as a basis for the laws of nature. Einstein
warned that the use of probability would, in the final analysis, lead to
spooky actions and mysterious instantaneous influences at a distance. John
Bell pulled Einstein’s Trojan horse into the castle of physics. He developed
a theory that together with experimental results of Aspect, Zeilinger, and
others proves the existence of quantum nonlocalities, or instantaneous
influences. These have indeed the nature of what Einstein labeled spooky.
Einstein Was Right! shows that Bell was not aware of the special role that
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time and space–time play in any rigorous probability theory. As a
consequence, his formalism is not general enough to be applied to the
Aspect–Zeilinger type of experiments and his conclusions about the existence
of instantaneous influences at a distance are incorrect. This fact suggests a
worldview that is less optimistic about claims that teleportation and
influences at a distance could open new horizons and provide the possibility
of quantum computing. On the positive side, however, and as compensation, we
are assured that the space–time picture of humankind developed over millions
of years and perfected by Einstein is still able to cope with the phenomena
that nature presents us on the atomic and sub-atomic level and that the
quantum weirdness may be explainable and understandable after all.
  Einstein and Soviet Ideology Alexander Vucinich,2001 This book traces the
historical trajectory of one of the most momentous confrontations in the
intellectual life of the Soviet Union—the conflict between Einstein's theory
of relativity and official Soviet ideology embodied in dialectical
materialism. It describes how Soviet attitudes toward Einstein's theory of
relativity changed again and again during the eras of Soviet history: pre-
Stalin, Stalin, post-Stalin, and perestroika.
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How do I avoid digital
eye strain while reading
eBooks? To prevent
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the font size and
background color, and
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while reading eBooks.
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interactive eBooks?
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incorporate multimedia
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experience. Einsteins
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